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It is part of the lesson of life that
the simplest and most unsuspected

agencies are the surest and most effec-

tive in the curing of reputed incurable

diseases, and like other lessons it is

ignored because of our predisposition to

the elaborate and scientific systems of

treatment devised and recommended by
the physicians. It take eourage to cut

loose from preconcieved ideas and fol-

low the simpler call and pledges, even

with go vital an incentive as the regain-

ing of broken health. We are creatures

of habit and circumstance, and are not

easily weaned from the beaten paths,
and for this reason, nine-tenth- s of the

ills of life are perpetuated.
We hope the crude oil theory for

consumption is all that is claimed for

it, but the simplicity of the idea is what
will discredit it. There is no style, no

culture, no 'display nor elaboration
about it, therefore it will be left untried
and ineffectual, except for those who arej
to poor they cannot turn to anything
else, and dwell next to the oil sources.
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Dr. Long wants to argue the question
with the President and leave animals
out of it. He should remember the
fate of the lady who wanted to be in-

troduced at the court of Denmark.
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Alfred Skelweite, the
Station Island boy burglar, had three
dozen lead pencils in his pockets when

arrested. Still he may only have in-

tended to make his mark in life.
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' COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.

Governor Gillette, of California, is an
aident arbitrationiet in the matter of
the final adjustment of conditions be-

tween the capitalist and organized la-

bor; and intends to inaugurate some

plan, with the power of the state behind

it, compelling the submission of all
issue to a board of final arbitration. We
wish him success and the movement
also. The scope and frequency of these
contests warrant some such device and
the man "between the nether and the

upper mill-tones- the citizen who has
to bear the brunt of Ios and denial of
the necessities and convenience of pub-

lic service, will hail the day and the
law that puts both these contending
elements on a common plane of action

and makes them equally amenable to a
rule that stands for the maintenance of
service while the phases of contest are

undergoing honest adjustment. It can
be done if there ia any desire for the

accomplishment on the part of those
most nearly affected; and public opin-

ion will soon 'force it, however it may
be disputed.

Every other element of discord as be-

tween men has to undergo the arbitra-

ment of the law, and there is no rea-

son why the issue arising between
these force should not have "their day
in court" without interruption to the
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tion tickets. Take advantage of the

extremely low rates in effect via all
route in connection with the Astoria A

Columbia River Railroad. Tickets on

sale and sleeping car reservations made

at City Ticket Office, Page building.
Don't think you Can buy cheaper in

Portland rate are the same from both

Portland and Astoria and if yon buy In

Portland you will simply be out the
amount of your local fare from Astoria.

A county in . Northwest Missouri
while boring for oil struck a bed of
coal , still more valuable. The enter-

prising prospector in this state i usual-

ly a winner.
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Delphin M. Delma it back in San

Francisco, where all his eloquence and
oratory will be needed in defending the

alleged bribers whose cases he has
taken.
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